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Globalization via Nationalization of Core US Systems  
September 12, 2021 

 
It is critical to SEE, UNDERSTAND AND VISUALIZE THE REALITY OF the big picture 
not just the latest taking of our election system and our vote.  The globalist and 
deep state are after all they can take and they are accomplishing this right under 
our nose because few Americans can comprehend such reality while the majority 
render themselves helpless against it. 
 
Unless you can fully comprehend, understand and believe THE FOLLOWING 
outline of takings is true you will never grasp how this global to local strategy 
works all the time against you.  Once you grasp how the globalist game WORKS 
AND the uncountable systems that you and I live UNDER this truth will become 
clear AND YOU WILL NEVER EVER BE A SLAVE/ENSLAVED AGAIN.  
 
PART I. - Comprehending the Enormity of Global Control Creep 
 

1) Bill Benson and J. "Red" Beckman' two volume research "The Law That 
Never Was" Vol. I and II some 750 pages regarding the fraudulent passing 
of the 16th Amendment  and the tax taking of labor, wages, pensions and 
private property is true.  YES ALL TAX TAKING ON DIRECT WAGES, LABOR, 
PENSIONS AND PRIVATE PROPERTY IS CRIMINAL PASSED BY PUBLIC 
SERVANTS OR NOT. 

2) G. Edward Griffin research and documentation in "The Creature from Jekyll 
Island" regarding the fraudulent passing of the Federal Reserve Act and the 
subversion of our monetary system is true. The IRS is a foreign entity.  

3) The U.S. Constitution and the resulting state constitutions are all subverted 
in a manner clouding the clarity of the sovereign role of the state Citizen 
placing the Citizen's will, consent, vote, labor and private property beyond 
the reach of state power, i.e. they were fixed. The natural laws, Laws of 
Nature and Natures God (LONANG) clearly establish the untouchable and 
inviolable nature of a bundle of unalienable rights given to each natural 
born and legitimately naturalized Citizen by God.  Unalienable means 
incapable of being alienated as in not sold or transferred. 

4) Our borders are being taken down is an act of the globalist to supply their 
labor needs for their profit and power. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=bEWcjy9pMOE
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5) The unnecessary and horrific so called "Civil War" where 1 million American 
were killed because 7 states wanted out of the "Union". 

6) The illegitimately passed 14th, 16th Amendment, 17th Amendment, et al. 
7)  9-11-2001 intentional implosion of the World Trade Center. 
8) The creation & distribution of SARS -CoV-2 viruses & the resulting forced 

lock downs & masking to intentionally further disrupt the 2020 USA 
elections.   

9) The states and municipals mirror the fed that mirrors the globalist's 
political and banking cartels. 
 

 
 
Our labor, our private property, our monetary system, our media, our southern 
border and now our vote has been sold/stolen out to the Deep State, the 
transnational corporations, all funded by the unFederal unReserve, IMF, World 
Bank, Banks of International Settlement, the globalists including the UN, 
Bilderbergers, the Rothschild's, the Rockefellers', Council of Foreign Relations, the 
Trilateral Commission, all the serial agencies in the federal and state and muni 
governments, the RNC and the DNC, the non government organizations, et al.  All 
these takings and much more are not random and no accidents. A Republic is 
quickly taken and Dr. Benjamin Franklin warned us. You vote is a threat to the 
globalist state.  This is how powerful a true and honest free American is.  
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Once you see the big picture of taking over our American/USA history you will 
begin to connect all the dots into a very clear pattern and better understand how 
the globalists play their game.  I have 27 pages of 4" x 6" index cards and each 
page has 2 of these cards filled with all the words generally verbs and nouns of 
how the Deep State and globalist use cunning and deception. It is a dictionary of 
near 600 words.  Think corporations and transnational corporations working with 
governments to transfer individual free will, divinely bestowed to us by God, to 
artificially created government and non government defacto legal frameworks to 
rule, take, "represent", tax, draft, license, judge, create slave labor pools to work 
until you die, tell us when we can and cannot travel, force toxic vaccinations upon 
us, force us to lock down, wear diapers on our face, tell us we have no standing in 
court, demand jury duty, edict gag orders , contempt of court, eminent domain 
and force adhesion contracts upon us against our will all while telling us we have 
the most legitimate and free country in the world.  Think massive Psy Op 
worldwide.  
 
All countries are ultimately globalized, "it is futile to resist" the Borg. 
 

PART II.  - The growing systems we live UNDER. 

 

 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Aboxofthoughtsconnectingthedots.pdf
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Click on graphic above and go to Slide 53 to view slide clearly. 

1) See what happen when the "Federal Reserve Act" was fraudulently passed in 
chart above. 

2) The federal government started in 1913 to roll up your labor, wealth, land, 
water, timber, minerals and power using any lie that works. 

3) One world reservation targeting Indian natives to fund subsidize or bribe to 
control. 

4) One world grants, nonprofit orgs, subsidizations, false flags, fiat currency, 
false flag terrorism, sanctuary cities, counter culture, communism, Marxism, 
socialism, "anyism" to bend your true and honest free choice around their fat 
little globalist fingers. 

5) One world currency system. 
6) One world monetary system. 
7) One world banking system. 
8) One world security systems tracking id, your location & everything you do. 
9) One world media telling you lies 24 x 7. 
10) One world global welfare to make you dependent. 
11) One world unemployment fund to make you codependent. 
12) One world workmen compensation so you do not have womb to tomb 

career benefits. 
13) One world global labor supply so the transnational corporate state does has 

more profit than you have jobs and benefit. 
14) One world of no borders so they have no true and honest nation states to 

provide competition. 
15) One world tax taking so they can have all of your labor, wages, pensions, 

private and public property as well as the globalist feds, states and 
municipals corporations. 

16) One world global rack em, stack em and pack em Agenda 21/2030 and 
sustainable taking to corral you into more manageable pens. 

17) One world of manmade fears to modulate and quicken global control. 
18) One world man made madness of lies creating another false flag man 

caused global warming against all the solar cycles of history creating the true 
and honest weather cycles. 

19) Man made UNFederal UNResererve stealing all hard gold base value of our 
currency and monetary system. 
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20) One world of pandemics creating the fear they need to steal your entire god 
given divinely bestowed unalienable indivisable supreme rights. 

21) One world of taking your most stable and reliable fossil fuels so they can 
create a unstable system of green bull shit to make you do anything for 
power when they turn your fake power off or more likely when it cannot 
handle extreme weather or loads. 

22) One world of taking your God given natural resources so they can tell you 
how to live, where to live & how much to pay them to live. 

23) Global wars for profit and centralizing control. 
24) Adhesion alliances with all world religions and faiths including terrorist's 

organizations for power and control. 
25) Massive debt lending to quicken the breakdown of independence and 

sovereignty. 

26)  
Adobe Acrobat 

Document  Read this PDF of US Treasury letter to Pelosi. 
27) High tech monopolization to better herd industry into global to local 

alliances serving the agenda of the elite. 
28) One world election system using a centralized network of transnational 

corporations working with the state/countries to cloak the sovereign state 
Citizen vote to a selection versus an election. 

29) One world media to make lies into believable "truths". 
30) One world endangered species of false flag globalist agenda conditional 

funding to academia and NGO's who will ignore epochal history showing 
massive extinction of families of animals is due to polar reversals and solar 
cycles.  

31) The globalist game the truth with massive funding of lies until the public 
wakes up and then they go on to the next lie. 

32) They do this across the board creating growing portfolio of extreme belief 
systems that can only hold water under force, deception and tyranny. 

33) The liar never gets caught until a significant critical mass of the population 
wakes up then a new lie is sold.   

34) The globalist game plan is to always move the goal posts while they debase 
all the systems we live under, e.g. educational, academic, religious, the truth, 
founding principles, charters and actions of every nation with lots of 
encouragement by lending fiat debt. 

  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromEndangeredSpeciesMythomania.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromEndangeredSpeciesMythomania.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromEndangeredSpeciesMythomania.htm
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35) How To Brainwash A Nation Over Generations - 9 Minutes 

 Only 15% of KGB time is real espionage. 

 85% is ideological subversion done in the following 4 steps. 
1. Demoralization (15 to 20 years) 
2. Destabilization (5 years) 
3. Crisis Creation (6 weeks) 
4. Normalization (indefinite) 

 

 
 
 
Jack Venrick 
Rollins, Montana 
www.FreedomForAllSeasons.org  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=zeMZGGQ0ERk&list=PL3F6431FF6DDD830C&index=12
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=zeMZGGQ0ERk&list=PL3F6431FF6DDD830C&index=12

